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	BY: Summer Conference
	Date: 2011-02-18
	School: 
	email: 
	Class_List: Keyboarding/Key Apps
	Standard0: 4
	ResetButton1: 
	Lecture-Material: 0
	Instructional_Material: 0
	handout_Worksheet: 1
	Answer_Key: 0
	Other: 
	Assessment: 0
	Software: 
	Lesson-Overview: A fun reinforcement keyboarding game where students get twenty questions to guess a word.
	Lesson_Title: Twenty Questions - Resource Game
	Comments: TWENTY QUESTIONS INSTRUCTION1. Print the words on heavier paper and/or laminate for several uses.2. Categories:  person, place, food, or thing3.  “Partner” students.  Depending on your classroom arrangement you can do partners across from each other or next to each other so they can TRADE keyboards.  Label their pages with name, class, period, etc.4. Hand out a word to one of the partners.  The opposite person asks the questions by numbering each question and keying in the question. Of course, using the “question mark” is required.  They have to be “yes” and “no” questions.5. The other partner responds by keying in “yes” or “no.”  There is no talking.  When the one partner guesses the word correctly, they raise their hands and you (the teacher) give the opposite partner the new word.6. You can give a treat when they get the word if you want to work that in.7. You can also have them print for points if you want to.
	Data_files: 0
	Time: 
	Materials: Words from 20 Question handout, copied on heavy paper, laminated, and cut



